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DIRECTED RISK RESEARCH PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
Risk Theme Credit Risk Project Nr. PS15004 

    

Client Name Pieter van der Merwe 

Designation CIB Portfolio Management, BAG 

E-mail Pieter.vandermerwe@absacapital.com Tel (w) 011 895 7105 Mobile 079 882 4877 

 

PROJECT TITLE: Credit Curve Model 

 

PROJECT GOAL 

Enable CIB Portfolio Management to accurately value, price and enhance strategic decision making 
on loans by constructing accurate credit curves 

 

HIGH LEVEL DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM 

CIB Loan Portfolio is tasked with managing c. R80 of exposures within CIB. This entails the pricing 
of new loans and strategic de-risking of loans. Critical for both these functions is a credit curve 
model that can generate both current and forward looking credit spreads across the entire credit 
spectrum for each JSE sector. The process of constructing credit curves is hampered by the lack of 
historic credit spread information for certain sectors and credit grades. 

 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

To construct and update forward looking credit curves across the entire credit spectrum, for each 
JSE sector. 

 

OUTPUTS REQUIRED  

 A model that is able to build and update credit curves across all credit grades for each sector in 
the JSE. 

 The model should also be able to update the curves on an on-going basis. 
 

STRATEGIC VALUE TO DIRECTED RISK RESEARCH 

Currently no model is able to generate forward looking credit curves across credit grades for each 
JSE sector. This greatly restricts decision making on loan pricing and de-risking initiatives within 
CIB. There are instances where CIB Loan Portfolio is unable to adequately price new loans, causing 
clients to move to our competitors. This costs CIB not only the margin revenue on these loans, but 
across Absa Capital all potential ancillary business as well. The ability to quickly determine the 
appropriate credit margin through the use of a curve will greatly enhance loan pricing and should 
therefore lead to large revenue increases within Absa Capital. 

The strategic managing (selling of identified loans) of the loan portfolio will also benefit massively if 
forward looking curves are available in the decision making process. This will allow Portfolio 
Management to adequately manage the credit portfolio through the challenging market environment 
currently experienced.  

 


